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PaR solutions

❶ help all types of projects with flexible corporate development processes
❶ PaR: define and reuse the processes as requirement sets in your RE tool
❷ merge regulatory standards with corporate development processes
❷ PaR: define also the standards as requirements and add traceability
❸ learn with the project teams by established sustainable processes
❸ PaR: unite process and product requirements, but improve both
❹ comply continuously with processes and standards in the projects
❹ PaR: use the features of your RE tool for bi-directional traceability
❺ monitor actual project and product maturity progress
❺ PaR: measure the status of all requirements, documents and reviews
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benefits
① lightweight efficient processes are welcomed by developers
② uniting “what” and “how” in the teams’ tools is more agile
③ standards and processes are focusing on projects and learning culture
④ project teams are empowered to self-organize the compliance
⑤ step by step, teams apply flexible platform techniques also for processes
⑥ it’s a systematic holistic methodical framework that is easy to adopt and adapt
⑦ it makes true transparency for actual process and product maturity
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PaRade of challenges showing the needs
I have identified 5 challenges from my coaching of large projects over the
past few years. They all can be addressed by changing the way to deal with
bulky standards and processes. Bringing these deeply into the projects
makes them more intrinsic and natural.
From those challenges I derived needs for a methodical framework. These
are outlined on The Page (see at the beginning of this document) that is
also available as The Slide. The whole PaR framework is described in a
nutshell in The Booklet. For more details The Book is available.
This methodical framework requires some tool features for realization in
organizations. Most modern requirements management tools that are in
use in those organizations have at least the basic features on board that
are requested here. Nonetheless it is sometimes tricky to configure the
tools correctly.
Implementing multiple regulatory standards and setting up a reusable
corporate development project process is still a lot of work and needs to
be configured correctly. Often it is good advice to get help, support,
coaching and maybe also manpower for setup from the experts. PaR offers
help from the community of experts as described on the website.
This document shows an exemplary implementation for the tool
Jama Connect together with the Jama business partner
KoDeCs GmbH – namely Sascha Kobus & Frank Zielke.
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PaRis (PaR information system)
This PaR information system satisfies the discovered needs. It can be
implemented in tools by a corresponding set of requirements item types
with an item type relationship model. The PaRis is explained in The
Booklet and The Book. We show it here only for quick lookup.
• Some requirements are simply applied by projects without change, for
detailed lookup or guiding help.
• Other requirements are rather inputs to be reused by projects, also to be
modified or extended.
• Reused items, including certain work products, finally become items that
are created by projects.
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PaRtout - Tool Features to Satisfy the Needs of PaR
This set of features defines what a tool should bring in to be able to fully
support the methodical framework with the described PaRis. These
features are explained in The Booklet and in more detail in The Book.

Feature 1: Definition of requirement item types
In this Jama PaR implementation, we define the following item types
according to the PaRis (shown in alphabetical order of the shortcut):

The named shortcuts are taken from the diagram, and the prefix “K_” has
been added, because the implementation happened in a Jama cloud
sandbox of the company KoDeCs as Jama business partner.
The “Text” item type is generic in Jama and needs not to be defined
explicitly. We use only one item type K_TEB for Team Building and naming
convention to separate Roles, Expertise, Trainings and Team Members. We
do not use WOP items separately and link from the COP items to the work
products directly, either by description or by http-Link.
The following screenshot shows the field definitions of the item type
K_NED as an example, with a defined picklist for the variation point types,
with defined extra fields for different views (Situations) and with the
possible configurations for “Required” (mandatory fields), “Suspect” (dirtyflag for changes) and “Sync” for reuse-synchronization.
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The field legacy_ID is used for roundtrip ReqIF exports. For this purpose it
must be a Text Field, it must be Read-Only, but it must “Allow API
Overwrite”. This field must be added to every item type, including Text,
Component, Set and Folder. Then a GUID is created with first export that
can be used for later roundtrips (import/export) to synchronize between
multiple systems. For this mechanism a separate DataExchange tool with
an own license is needed.

Feature 2: Implementation of the PaRis map
The following relationship diagram shows the example PaRis map
implementation in Jama, based on the item types described in the
previous chapter.
The diagram shows the relationships only, while hierarchies of the same
item types are always possible. Because we use the TEB for roles,
expertise, trainings and team members (assigned persons in project), we
need a relation here on itself. If we would define separate item types for
roles, expertise, trainings and team members, then they could get dedicate
relations to each other, which makes it more sophisticated, but also more
complicate. We also need a relation to itself for the REG, because the
automotive IATF 16949 details the ISO 9001.
Each relation can be defined individually with a relationship type and is
then automatically visualized in the diagram. For each relation Jama can
define, whether missing coverage shall be signaled in list views.
Note the option for any type that is not mentioned in the rule set to be
related to any other type. Since TPL and TAD and the generic Text are not
mentioned they can be related to any other type. Thereby any item may
have explanations for Terms, Abbreviations and Definitions, and also any
item may have a related Template or explanatory Text.

8
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When creating items in Jama, then the relationship model is considered,
i.e. only modeled relations are possible, and upstream relations are
separated from downstream relations. The following example window
shows how comfortable relations can be defined.
When an item is selected in the project tree (1.), then it is displayed with
all fields in the middle, together with the widgets (2.). With a click on a
widget the corresponding information is displayed below, in our case the
relations (3.). We see that upstream and downstream relations are
separated, both with bi-directional traceability. For relating an item
according to the relationship model a history or tree can be selected (4.).
From the tree (that can also show another Jama requirements project) a
double-click is enough to define a new relation.
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Feature 3: Evaluation of project maturity
The following screenshot shows in a list view that in the COP item type we
define a field “Status in Project”, that is ignored when the process is
designed, but filled, when the process is reused in the project.
This field has a picklist and covers also the statuses “to be determined” and
“not applicable”. The former shows what is already planned or still open.
The latter shows what has been tailored by the project. This can be used
for coverage analysis as well as for progress analysis.
The list view also gives a good overview of “effort estimated” for the
already planned process steps and “effort needed” for the ongoing or
closed process steps. This can be checked by filters and views for
consistency also.
Often in projects the planning and the doing happens in different tools by
different roles, e.g. in Microsoft Project by the Project Manager and in IBM
Rational DOORS by the Systems Engineer (or Requirements Manager or
Feature Owners). This often is also the reason for inconsistency, also in
progress, e.g. when doing happens before planning. Bringing the process
into the core project work tool unites planning with doing and progress.

10
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In Jama filters can be combined
with list views (as shown
above), but also with sections in
the dashboard (as shown
beside).
Here we see a pie chart as
status overview, a list of process
activities still to be determined,
process activities with progress
and without estimations, and
roles where no person is
assigned yet. Those filters,
diagrams and lists can be used
in many ways to get a good
impression of the real project
maturity.
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Feature 4: Compliance checks by standards coverage
The previous chapter already showed how filters, lists and diagrams can be
used in Jama for compliance also, with the example of tailored process
activities or missing role actors.
As also mentioned earlier in the relationship model of Jama the relations
can be declared for coverage monitoring (see screenshot further up). This
can be used in compliance features like the “trace view”. The following
screenshot shows for example the compliance of the corporate process (on
the right side) to ISO 26262, defined as regulatory standards requirements
(shown on the left side). We see that coverage for some aspects is still
missing, so that a project reusing this corporate process can also not be
compliant to the regulatory standard.

In the same way we can check compliance of a project to the corporate
process: When the project deletes items instead of setting the status to
“not applicable” then we see the missing coverage. In this “trace view” in
Jama we can also filter on item types and configure the columns to be
shown.
In addition, Jama offers a “Coverage Explorer” that can be configured in a
hierarchical fashion over multiple levels. For example, the following
screenshot shows the corporate process (COP) activities, that have been
reused in a project (“BMSP-…” for Battery Management System Platform),
with the relations to the teambuilding (TEB) items, which are the assigned
12
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roles in the process definition. The next level shows the relation to
teambuilding again, because we use this item type for different purposes
(as already explained further up). So, we see where trainings and expertise
are assigned from the process definition, but we also see where a “Team
Member” is assigned to a role taking this process activity in the project.
Here the Coverage Explorer is used to check for compliance of the project
against the defined corporate process. Quality guys will love it ;-)

Feature 5: Support for process versions
In Jama baselines can be created, but they can be used only to compare
them with the current version or older baselines or to reset current items
from a baseline. It is not possible to reuse baselines. Therefore a copy or
export of a baselined process version needs to be done to be able to
further apply the copy in a project or to re-import the earlier export. Jama
currently is working on a branching/merging feature on top of the
baseline feature that enables branching at some time and later merge that
branch into a project.
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Feature 6: Reuse of requirements sets
In Jama it is possible to reuse requirements sets on every level, also with a
synchronization functionality, also applicable for the relations, tags, links,
etc. The "external" items can either stay or also be reused (mirrored) and
also an automatic addition of a relation to the reuse source is possible. This
functionality will get even better with upcoming branching/merging and
variability management functionalities. Nonetheless it is difficult to
synchronize later added relations, because either all relations are reused
(and thereby most of them duplicated) or none (and the new ones are
missing). So, for bulk work this is good, for dedicated changes it is often
easier to repeat them manually.

In Jama the reuse
functionality only works
with the current process
version. It would help to
support older versions or
baselines or branches
also, but this is yet to
come.
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Feature 7: Synchronization of requirements sets
In Jama synchronization of reused items is possible, also for relations, but
existing relations are then duplicated. So, we prefer to synchronize without
relations to focus on the content. If relations have been added on the
source, this must be repeated manually on the destination.

Feature 8: Definition and management of variability
Jama does not yet support variability management for variant creation and
platform setup. Upon the current baseline concept, a later version shall
provide a branching/merging functionality and then a further later version
will use this concept for branching on variation points to merge multiple
choices into a final product or process variant.
Currently only a specific field can be applied and requirements with subrequirements can show the variability.
We called the field simply “Variation Point”; it should be defined for the
product requirements (NED, PRO, SYS) for product platform and for COP
for process platform. For the picklist of the field we defined “none”,
“optional” as opposite of mandatory, “alternative” to select one, “choice”
for n out of m. More about platforms as methodical approach in The Book.
After reuse the not-needed requirements must be deleted manually, tool
support is currently not available. Developing a plugin here or API based
functionality does not make any sense, because Jama is working on a
build-in feature.
To support finding the variation points quickly a tag can be declared, added
to the items and used for filtering. The following screenshots show this
rather manual approach for variability management in Jama.
PaR – ProcessesasRequirements.info
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For other tools (e.g. IBM Rational DOORS) external
tool support is available to manage variability, e.g.
by Biglever with Gears or by pure-systems with pure::variants. This option
is not yet available for Jama.
Even when Jama has built a feature for variability management it would
make sense to get support by those tools to ensure traceability of variation
points from requirements over architecture down to the software code,
and then up the V cycle to support different binding times. Our long years
of experience in variability management for platform-based product
development showed that either an external tool has to be linked into the
complete tool landscape or a holistic tool suite with built-in variability
management must be chosen, which does not exist yet.
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PaRtial Import, Export, Backup
For migrating processes from existing process design tools to the
requirements engineering tool it is essential to have some import options.
Then all processes and sub-processes can be migrated step by step, and
finally maybe the expensive licenses for the process design tools can be
saved (the requirements engineering tools are needed anyway).
Some architectural design tools can work quite good with requirements.
Therefore, it makes sense to also transfer process requirements to those
tools. This requires functionalities for partial exports.
At least it makes sense to perform partial backups from time to time. Of
course, the complete databases and clouds are saved regularly by central
tool administrators of the IT departments, but saving a process release
now and then should be possible.
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Jama offers a separate DataExchange module (with separate expensive
license also), that can import and export also ReqIF format. This can be
used for Import, Export and Roundtrip, and thereby also for Backup. For
Roundtrip also see the description of the item type definition at the
beginning of this document. Also check the manual of DataExchange and
the hints in the online Jama Community.
The Jama screenshot above shows a ReqIF export run for Backup purposes.
The screenshot below shows a proof of the export with the ReqTeam
ReqEdit viewer – even the relations are exported by Jama Data Exchange,
what makes a really comprehensive backup.
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… From the graphical representation in 3 levels we can derive an organizational
responsibility that is not that visible today in many of our departments. Setting up the
regulatory standards – i.e. the boundary conditions – separately from the processes and
then relating it to each other is something we don’t do that clear today. But that would
be much more efficient also for sure. ...
Central process department, a German automotive supplier
… I’m convinced that PaR is the next step to be more efficient and agile in project even
though you have to fulfil A-SPICE, ISO 26262 and ISO 21434. …
Sascha Kobus, CEO KoDeCs GmbH
… Very promising approach, which exploits the reuse potential for product and process
aspects in a unified manner. …
Dr. Martin Becker, Department Head Embedded Systems Engineering at Fraunhofer
Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE)
… The variant development process for architecture is among the best we have seen.
We consider this approach to be state of the art and benchmark. Especially the strong
link between platform and project architecture …
Feedback from an expert discussion of a process for platform-based product development,
that I created over some years for a German automotive supplier. My basic platform ideas
of that process also made their way into the PaR approach for process platforms.

PaR

Did your processes become a heavyweight
backpack to be carried by the projects, rather
than a lightweight intrinsic approach that really
helps the teams to navigate through the storms
of the projects?
It gets better when you design regulatory
standards and Processes as Requirements that
are reused in and improved by the projects.
Ralf.Buerger@ ProcessesAsRequirements.info
https://ProcessesAsRequirements.info

